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Abstract: The article deals the dependence of deposits and household loans from money supply. 
Conclusions reached in the case of regression analysis reveals a very close dependence indicators over 
the previous year (90%) and the money supply. 
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1. Monetary Policy 
Monetary policy along side fiscal represent the most important tools of the economic 
policy mix variables that can influence the economy. 
The importance of monetary policy lies in the fact that it watches or should ensure 
direct, carefully and responsibly on the nominal economy and indirectly, 
accompanied, naturally, by the fiscal policy, the real economy. 
Dynamics of monetary policy and interest rates affect income and employment. 
Lately it has seen such an expansionary fiscal policy resulted primarily from higher 
interest rates and thereby to diminish the desired effects in the real economy. 
Variation in interest rates has an important side effect. The components of aggregate 
demand (consumption and investment) mainly depend on the interest rate. 
Responsible for development and implementation of monetary policy is the Central 
Bank. In this regard and also to support the Government's economic policy, central 
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banks use one of three quantitative monetary anchors: targeting exchange rates, 
money supply or inflation. 
According to economic literature and factual earlier records, in the relationship 
between price stability and financial stability, inflation is considered the main source 
of financial instability (Woodford, 2011). 
We can say that price stability is of great importance, both in monetary policy and 
in economic policy, along with full employment of labor, sustainable economic 
growth, external balance of payments and budget deficit reduction. 
Theoretically, all these objectives can be achieved through economic policy 
components: monetary policy, fiscal policy, revenue policy, trade policy. Factual 
records showed, however, that simultaneous targeting all of these goals is a process 
quite difficult, most often a target stability leading to destabilization another. 
Therefore, targeting wise a nominal anchor and accuracy of all measures of the 
economic policy mix are the result of a sustainable macro that depends not only 
sustainable economic growth but also economic development as sustainable 
translated into a level decent living. 
Since 2005, the National Bank of Romania formally adopt inflation targeting 
strategy, decision driven mainly by deflation in the previous period (decrease 
inflation from 45.7% in 2000 to 9% in 2005) as well as fiscal dominance it was not 
considered a major risk. Using the exchange rate as a nominal anchor anti-
inflationary, was abandoned due to capital account liberalization. 
In an economy, price dynamics can be influenced by both exogenous and 
endogenous factors. If on short-term, price dynamics, with direct effect on aggregate 
demand and supply, can not be controlled by monetary policy instruments, on long-
term role, monetary instruments role on prices is fundamental. 
Such an objective, as inflation targeting, is quite brave and therewith complex. To 
ensure price stability, the National Bank should keep under review the entire range 
of factors that can have an impact on price trends. 
The most important channels of transmission of monetary policy according to both 
literature and factual records are: 
 channel interest rates; 
 credit channel; 
 exchange rate channel; 
 channel inflation expectations of economic agents. 
A prerequisite to achieve the desired economic effects is that the connection between 




Through the interest rate channel, the effects of monetary policy decisions are 
transmitted from retail banking to the real economy, the disadvantage being that of 
an external gap (time) larger than originally existing in the interbank. 
The interest rate monetary policy and inflation expectations, economic growth, 
interest rates influence the medium and long practiced by commercial banks which, 
in turn, have a huge impact, boosted by the credit channel to the real economy. At 
the same time, interest rates controlled by monetary policy can act on motivation 
traders to hold national currency (foreign) to the disadvantage of foreign (national), 
being an important factor influencing partially exchange rate dynamics. 
Returning to the strategic objective of inflation targeting by the National Bank of 
Romania during the period 2000-2015, it has set targets rather courageous, especially 
in the first two years of the time period analyzed. Huge gap between registered and 
NBR target annual inflation in 2000 and 2001 can not be justified because not very 
stable macroeconomic context of that time visible in low efficiency of structural 
policies. This forced a reassessment of monetary policy stance, entailing a prudential 
character in order to mitigate the impact of inflation on the one hand and to temper 
inflation expectations on the other. 
 
Figure 1. Difference between inflation rate and the inflation target set by the National 
Bank of Romania during 2000-2015 
In the period preceding the economic crisis, 2002-2007, the approach to the inflation 
target set by NBR (particularly in 2002 and 2007) was made possible by means of a 
more coherent policy mix, characterized by an increased restrictiveness (a wage 
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evolution of Romanian exports, a lower pressure to regulated prices on the market-
determined, as well as an improvement in the external position of the Romanian 
economy, the current account deficit decreasing in 2002 to 3.4% of GDP. 
In the next period, the difference between the inflation rate and the target set was 
quite small, and in 2007, although it was located at a value of 0.84% can not speak 
of a performance in this aspect. The result is due on the one hand appreciation of the 
national currency (2007/2006 percentage change in real terms) and, on the other 
hand, a constant developments in administered prices. But disinflation path recorded 
in the first two quarters of 2007 (with an inflation rate of 3.7% and 3.8%) was 
interrupted by deficit pressures of agricultural products and the depreciation of the 
national currency (-3.3% variation December 2007/December 2006 in real terms). 
Moreover, an adverse effect on disinflation had (not only in 2007) the mismatch with 
the labor productivity growth of the real wage, which in 2005, 2007 and 2008 was 
even surpassed by the latter. 
Although the causes and determinants of inflation requires a more complex 
approach, we allow us to draw a first conclusion regarding the subordination and 
monetary policy in the disinflation process. Such an objective, like that of inflation 
targeting can be achieved only if based on a strict correlation of macroeconomic 
policies, knowing that short-term price developments is subject to both exogenous 
and endogenous factors in the economic environment. 
Performances in terms of inflation targeting in countries that have chosen this 
nominal anchor both developed and emerging confirms that such a moment should 
be chosen very carefully. Adopting a system of inflation targeting closely correlated 
with macroeconomic variables (the previous adjustment of existing imbalances, 
choosing targets numerical either as a range, or as point inflation rate existing before 
that time) allows monetary policy to focus on other instruments which act indirectly 
on aggregate demand and supply, influencing long-term price developments 
(Mishkin, 2000). 
 
2. The Regression Analysis 






















ian. 2007 106255019.4 ian. 2008 136725080.7 ian. 2009 154348271.5 
feb. 
2007 






140745596.7 mar. 2009 153568236.8 
apr. 
2007 






146099452.2 mai. 2009 155095421.8 
iun. 
2007 
116127356.6 iun. 2008 149710689.6 iun. 2009 157607855.6 












153929453.0 sept. 2009 160285971.3 












160991019.6 dec. 2009 165099192.1 
Source – National Bank of Romania 
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Source – National Bank of Romania 










































































































































Source – National Bank of Romania 


















































































Source – National Bank of Romania 




































































































































































    ian. 2016 100890436 
    feb. 2016 100583627 
    
mar. 
2016 100794847 
Source – National Bank of Romania 
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Figure 2. The link between Money supply and Deposits during 2007-2016 
The regression analysis for the data from tables 1-6 gives: 
SUMMARY OUTPUT      
Regression Statistics      
Multiple R 
0.9713524
29      
R Square 
0.9435255
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Because Durbin-Watson statistic lies in the interval [0,1.67] we have a positive 
autocorrelation, that is we will remove it considering a new set of data: D*= Dn-Dn-
1 and MS*= MSn-MSn-1 where D=Deposits, MS=Money supply, =error 
autocorrelation coefficient. 
New results after regression analysis are: 
SUMMARY OUTPUT      
Regression Statistics      
Multiple R 
0.8696265
95      
R Square 
0.7562504
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Because again Durbin-Watson statistic lies in the interval [0,1.66] we have a positive 
autocorrelation, that is we will remove it considering a new set of data: D**= D*n-
1D*n-1 and MS**= MS*n-1MS*n-1, =new error autocorrelation coefficient. 
New results after regression analysis are: 
SUMMARY OUTPUT      
Regression Statistics      
Multiple R 
0.9002421
98      
R Square 
0.8104360
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Because now Durbin-Watson statistic lies in the interval [1.7,2.3] we have that the 
date are uncorrelated. 




From the value of R2 we have that the model explains over 81.04% from the 
phenomenon. 
After this equation we can see that the level of Deposits depends much on the amount 
of deposits from previous year. 
 















































































































































Original data Modeled data
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Source – National Bank of Romania 























































































Source – National Bank of Romania 













ian. 2013 75814654 ian. 2014 74709059 ian. 2015 73983997 
feb. 2013 75605056 feb. 2014 74596258 feb. 2015 73625808 
mar. 2013 76149063 mar. 2014 74238654 mar. 2015 73808224 
apr. 2013 74858104 apr. 2014 74256339 apr. 2015 73910043 
mai. 2013 75599242 mai. 2014 73700951 mai. 2015 75317031 
iun. 2013 76455532 iun. 2014 73450839 iun. 2015 75699642 
iul. 2013 75903569 iul. 2014 73023291 iul. 2015 75118794 
aug. 2013 75852568 aug. 2014 73182752 aug. 2015 75492558 
sept. 2013 76234488 sept. 2014 73293294 sept. 2015 75525597 
oct. 2013 75764111 oct. 2014 73452747 oct. 2015 75889229 
nov. 2013 75890377 nov. 2014 73712041 nov. 2015 77576212 
dec. 2013 75851300 dec. 2014 74001573 dec. 2015 77820817 
    ian. 2016 73166803 
    feb. 2016 72909710 
    mar. 2016 73388043 
Source – National Bank of Romania 
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Figure 4. The link between Money supply and Loans during 2007-2016 
The regression analysis for the data from tables 1-3, 7-9 gives: 
SUMMARY OUTPUT      
Regression Statistics      
Multiple R 
0.49171982
7      
R Square 
0.24178838
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Residual 109 8.6981E+15 
7.97991E+1
3    
Total 110 
1.14719E+1
6        
  Coefficients 
Standard 














































Because Durbin-Watson statistic lies in the interval [0,1.67] we have a positive 
autocorrelation, that is we will remove it considering a new set of data: L*= Ln-Ln-
1 and MS*= MSn-MSn-1 where L=Loans, MS=Money supply, =error 
autocorrelation coefficient. 
New results after regression analysis are: 
SUMMARY OUTPUT      
Regression Statistics      
Multiple R 0.896975742      
R Square 0.804565481      
Adjusted R 
Square 0.802755902      
Standard 
Error 589998.5323      
Observations 110      
ANOVA       
  df SS MS F 
Significance 
F  
Regression 1 1.5477E+14 1.5477E+14 444.6147609 4.4112E-40  
Residual 108 3.75946E+13 3.48098E+11    
Total 109 1.92364E+14        
  Coefficients 
Standard 





Intercept 584001.8347 65997.14014 8.84889608 1.90621E-14 453184.0535 714819.6159 
X Variable 1 0.311924485 0.014793043 21.08589009 4.4112E-40 0.282602107 0.341246863 




Because now Durbin-Watson statistic lies in the interval [1.7, 2.3] we have that 
errors are not correlated. 
Finally we have that the regression equation is: 
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Ln=0.9902Ln-1+0.3119MSn -0.3089MSn-1+584002 
From the value of R2 we have that the model explains only 80.46% from the 
phenomenon. 
After this equation we can see that the level of Loans depends much on the amount 
of loans from previous year. 
 
Figure 5. The evolution of Loans during 2007-2016 
 
3. Conclusions 
The above analysis establishes that in the case of Deposits the level of them depends 
much on the amount of deposits from previous year and also the level of Loans we 
obtained that it depends much on the amount of loans from previous year, but to a 
lesser extent than deposits. 
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